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Let (A, m, k) denote a one dimensional, Cohen-Macaulay, local ring with maxi- 
mal ideal m and residue class field k. We assume A is a reduced, excellent local ring 
which has a canonical module 0”. With no loss of generality, we can also assume 
k is infinite. Let A denote the integral closure of A in its total quotient ring Q, 
and let Q denote the conductor of A in A. A has maximal length if 
I,(A/A) = /“(A/W) t(A). Here r(A) denotes the Cohen-Macaulay type of A, and 
I,(*) denotes the length of the A-module *. A has almost maximal length if 
/,(,?/A) = /,(A/‘&‘) t(A) - 1. The two main results of this paper are as follows: A has 
maximal length if and only if either A is Gorenstein or there exists an x em and a 
positive integer p such that m = (x, %), and VA=XPA. Let e(A) denote the muhi- 
plicity of A. Then A has almost maximal length, and 1 + r(A) = e(A) if and only if 
there exists a transversal x of m such that m=(x,%?), and IA(6p/xPZ)= 1. Here 
p = min{i)x’e %?}. These two theorems generalize more specific results for 
semigroup rings obtained in Brown and Curtis (“Numerical Semigroups of 
Maximal and Almost Maximal Length,” Semigroup Forum, Vol. 42, Springer- 
Verfag, Berlin/New York, 1991, 219-235). 0 1992 Academic Press, IUC. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, (A, m, k) will denote a one dimensional, 
Cohen-Macaulay, local ring with maximal ideal m and residue class field 
k = A/m. If k is finite, then we can replace A with the faithfully flat exten- 
sion A [XlmLxI with infinite residue class field k(X). This replacement has 
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no effect on the numbers we will be interested in computing in this paper. 
(See [S, Sect. 53). Hence, we will assume k is infinite throughout what 
follows. 
We will let Q denote the total quotient ring of A and d the integral 
closure of A in Q. Set %? = Ann,(A/A), the conductor of A in A. If M and 
N are any A-submodules of Q, let M: N= (x E Q 1 XNG M}. Thus, 
%‘=A : 1. For any A-module M, Z,(M) will denote the length of the A 
module M. We will let e(A) and t(A) denote the multiplicity and the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of A. 
If A is a finitely generated A-module, then the following inequality is 
valid: 
THEOREM 1. Z,(A/A) < Z,(A/V) t(A). 
A nice proof of this inequality can be found in [2]. We sketch a brief 
proof of this result for the reader’s convenience. 
We need two easy lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose I, 2 Z2 are ideals in A for which Z,lZz is a simple 
A-module. Then I, (A : ZJA : I, ) < 1, (A : m/A). 
Proof. If I, = I*, then the result is trivial. Hence, we may assume 
I, # Z2. Nakayama’s Lemma then implies ml, G Z2, and, consequently, 
A : Z,/A : Ii and A : m/A are both vector spaces over k. Thus, it suffices to 
exhibit a k-linear transformation T: (A : I,/A : I, ) + A : m/A which is injec- 
tive. Since Z,/Zz is simple, there exists an r E I, - I, such that I, = Ar + I*. 
Tis defined by T(x+(A:Z,))=xr+A. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let I be an ideal in A containing a regular element. Then 
I,(A : Z/A) 6 /,(A : m/A) Z,(A/Z). 
Proof: By a regular element, we mean a nonzero divisor of A. Since Z 
contains a regular element, and A is one dimensional, m’ E I for some 
positive integer r. In particular, Z,(A/Z) = n < co. Thus, there is a chain of 
ideals in A of the form A = Z,, > I, > . . . > Z,, = Z with Ii/Ii+, a simple A 
module for i=O, . . . . n-l. Then A=A:ZOzA:Z1c . . . cA:Z,=A:Z 
Lemma 1 implies 
Theorem 1 readily follows from Lemma 2. It is well known that 
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I,(A : m/A) = t(A) (See [6, 1.21 and p. 161). Since A is a finitely generated 
A-module, V contains a regular element of A. Since A: % 2 A, we can apply 
Lemma 2 with I= %?. Thus, I,(A/A) < l,(A : %?/A) < I,(A/Q?) t(A). 
We say (A, m, k) has maximal length if ZA(A/A) = Z,(A/%) t(A). For 
example, if (A, m, k) is Gorenstein, then (A, m, k) has maximal length. This 
assertion follows easily from [6, Kor. 3.71. If A is the semigroup ring 
k[[t’, P-f’, . ..) tpe++-l) ]] with e 2 3 and p > 1, then A has maximal 
length and is not Gorenstein. This assertion follows from [l, Thm. 11, or 
Theorem 4 in this paper. 
We say (A, m, k) has almost maximal length if 1,(2/A) = 
l,(A/%?) t(A)- 1. The semigroup rings k[[t”, t5, t”]], k[[t”, t7, t13]] and 
UCf, t ne+(e-I) ,t ne+(e+l) ) t ne+(e+2) ) . ..) t ne+(2e-2)]] with e>3, and n>l 
all have almost maximal length. The proofs of these results can also be 
found in [ 11, or Corollary 2 at the end of this paper. 
In this paper, we present some general structure theorems for rings of 
maximal and almost maximal length. We will be able to recover the main 
theorems in [l] from our more general results in this paper. We should 
point out that the numbers I,(A/A), IA(A/%), and t(A) are particularly 
easy to compute when A is a semigroup ring. 
Suppose S= (si, . . . . s,) is a numerical semigroup in N, = (0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
Thus, S = {C;= 1 aisil cxi~ No}. We always assume g.c.d. (si, . . . . s,) = 1. In 
particular, there exists a unique integer g(S) such that g(S) 4 S, and n E S 
whenever n > g(S). The integer g(S) is called the Frobenius number of S. 
If A is any finite set, we will denote the cardinality of A by IAl. If k is a 
field, then the power series ring A = k[ [t*; c1 E S]] = k[ [t”‘, . . . . P]] is 
called the semigroup ring associated with S. Here t is an indeterminate over 
k. It is easy to see that (A = k[[t”, . . . . PI], m= (ti, . . . . t”), k) is a one 
dimensional, local domain with integral closure A = k[ [t]], a discrete rank 
one valuation ring. For a semigroup ring, we have the following well 
known result: 
THEOREM 2. Let S = (sl, . . . . s, ) G N,, be a numerical semigroup and let 
A = k[ [P, . . . . P] ] be the corresponding semigroup ring over the field k. 
Then 




(e) I,(A/A)= IN,--Sl. 
(f) IA( ISn CO, s(S)lL 
(g) t(A)= IS’1 where S’= (xEZIx$S,x+sESfor allsES-(0)). 
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In Theorem 2, the symbol Z denotes the integers, and emdim is the 
embedding dimension of the local ring A. A proof of Theorem 2 can be 
found in [2] or [7]. 
The reader will note that any semigroup ring A is a reduced, excellent 
local ring. Since A is a homomorphic image of a regular local ring, A has 
a canonical module mA [6, Satz 5.123. We will need these two properties 
for our general structure theorems. Thus, we will assume the following 
hypotheses throughout the rest of this paper: 
(H) (A, m, k) will denote a one dimensional, Cohen-Macaulay, 
local ring with maximal ideal m and infinite residue class 
field k. We assume A is a reduced, excellent, local ring 
which has a canonical module wA. 
Semigroup rings of course satisfy (H) when Ikl = co. There are many 
interesting examples from algebraic geometry as well. If r is reduced 
curve in PE, then the local rings at points of f satisfy (H). If P,, . . . . P, are 
s distinct points in [Fez, then the local ring formed by localizing the 
coordinate ring of P,, . . . . P, at its irrelevant maximal ideal satisfies (H). 
2. LOCAL RINGS OF MAXIMAL LENGTH 
Suppose (A, m, k) is a local ring satisfying (H). Then it follows from 
[4, 7.8.31 that A is a finitely generated A-module. In particular, %? contains 
a regular element of A. If A is not regular, then %? is a proper ideal in both 
A and A, and mr c V for some r sufficiently large. We are assuming A has 
a canonical module wA. Standard theorems from [6] imply wA is a torsion 
free, finitely generated A-module of rank one. Hence, oA can be identified 
with a canonical ideal in Q. We can move wA in Q by multiplying wA with 
an invertible ideal. 
LEMMA 3. There is a canonical ideal wA of A such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) aA: A=%. 
(b) Asw,cA. 
Proof: This result is sketched in [6, p. 311. We give a more detailed 
proof here for the reader’s convenience and to introduce notation we will 
use throughout the rest of this paper. 
(a) Since A is reduced, Q = n;=, Q(A/pi) where {pl, . . . . pr} = 
Ass(A). Here, Q(A/pi) denotes the quotient field of the integral domain 
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A/p,. A = nr= 1 A/pi where A/p, is the integral closure of A/pi in Q(A/pi)v -. Each A/p, is a principal ideal domain, and, consequently, A is a principal 
ideal ring. In particular, the two fractionary ideals wA : A and V differ by 
a unit XEQ. Thus, 0,:2=x%?. Now X-‘(w,:~)=(x-‘o~):A. 
Replacing oA with x-‘oA gives (a). 
(b) Suppose mA is a canonical ideal of A satisfying (a). Then using 
(a) and standard facts about canonical ideals, we have o,., : o, A= 
(0 A:o,):A=A:A=5f=~o,:A. Therefore, o,A=o,:(~,:m~A)= 
OA : (0 A : A) = A. In particular, oA EA. 
Suppose (M,, . . . . M,) are the maximal ideals of A. We claim 
oA g lJfzl Mi. Suppose this is not the case. Then oA/mwA = 
Us= 1 {(M, n o,)/moA}. Since 0, is a finitely generated A-module, 
wA/moA is a finite-dimensional vector space over k. Since k is infinite, we 
conclude that wA/mwA = (MinwA)/mwA for some i= 1, . . . . s. But then 
A = o,d c Mi, which is impossible. Hence, oA g UT= 1 Mi. In particular, 
oA contains a unit 6 of A. Since 66-r = 1, A c 6-‘o, E 2. Also, 6 ~ ‘oA : 
A=6-‘(fjA : 6-‘J=(fj A : A = %?. Hence, we can replace oA with 6-‘0, and 
obtain (a) and (b). i 
Henceforth, we will assume a canonical ideal oA of A has been chosen 
such that (a) and (b) in Lemma 3 are satisfied. 
THEOREM 3. Lef (A, m, k) satisfy (H). Then IA(&A)=lA(A/V) t(A) if 
and only ifw,/Gf?w, is a free (A/%?))-module. 
ProojI For any finitely generated module M over a local ring R, 
let pR(M) denote the minimum number of generators of M. Then 
t(A) = pA(oA) by [6,3.1]. Nakayama’s Lemma implies pA,&wA/VoA) = 
PA. 
NOW suppose wA/Q?~A is a free (A/%?)-module of rank t. Then our 
remarks above imply t = t(A). Using Lemma 3, we have 
1,(2/A) = I, (s)=lA(%) 
= = r(A) l,(A/V). 
Conversely, suppose I,(&‘A) = l,(A/%) t(A). Since P~,~(o~/%‘o~) = f(A), 
there exists an exact sequence of (A/%)-modules of the form 0 + K-, 
(A/~F?)“~’ + WA/%mA + 0. We have seen that I,(A/A) = lA(~A/%?~A) 
in the last paragraph. Therefore, l,(w,/%~,) = l,($A) = I,(A/W) t(A) = 
ZA((A/W)“A’). In particular, J”(K) = 0. Thus, K= (0), and oA/%?wA is a free 
(A/V)-module. u 
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We get the following immediate corollary from Theorem 3: 
COROLLARY. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H). Then (A, m, k) has maximal 
length if and only ifw,.,/Wo~.., is a free (A/%)-module of rank t(A). 1 
We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H). Then (A, m, k) has maximal 
length if and only if either A is Gorenstein or there exists an x E m and a 
positive integer p such that m = (x, U) and %‘I = xpA. 
Proof If A is Gorenstein, then t(A) = 1. We can then choose oA to be 
A itself. Thus, the Corollary to Theorem 3 implies (A, m, k) has maximal 
length. 
Instead of A Gorenstein, suppose there exists an xrzm and p > 1 such 
that m = (x, %‘), and % = %A = xPA. We will argue that o,JXRW, is a free 
(A/%)-module. First, notice x is a regular element of A since %? = xPA. 
We always have w A : wA = A, and Lemma 3 implies A : % = 2. Since 
m = (x, %?), we have the following inclusions: oA : mwA = (oA : wA) : m = 
A:m = A:(Ax+%?) = (A:Ax) n (A:%?) = Ax-‘n2 = mx-’ = 
(Ax+%?) x-’ = A+x-‘V = (oA : oA) + x-‘(w, : A) = (w,., : oA) + 
(oA : Ax) c wA : (0, n Ax). Therefore, moA 2 oA n 2x. 
We have seen that t = t(A) = uA(wA) = p,&oA/%?wA). Let { y,, . . . . y,} 
be a minimal basis of wA as an A-module. Then the images ji, . . . . jt of 
these generators in wA/%wA form a minimal set of generators of o,/%so, 
over A/%. We must argue that ji, . . . . j, are linearly independent over A/W. 
This in turn is equivalent to the following claim: 
Claim 1. For any a,,...,a,EA, alyl+ ... +a,y,E%wA if and only if 
a,, . . . . a, E W. 
The implication from right to left is trivial. Suppose C:= i ai yi E %w,. If 
any ai is a unit in A, then yi E {ci+i Ay,} + moA. Thus, wA = cjz i Ay,, 
and ~~(0~) < t which is impossible. Hence, a,, . . . . a, urn = (x, U). Suppose 
some ai E m - %. After suitably relabeling, we can suppose a,, . . . . a, E m - V 
and a,,,, . . . . a, E ‘X. Here 1 < s 6 t. Each ai, i = 1, . . . . s, can be written in the 
following form: ai = six” + di where .si is a unit of A, li > 1, and di E %?. We 
can also assume 1<1,<12< ... <I,. Thus, a,y,+ . . . +a,y,E$3w,, and 
1, < p since V = xpZ In particular, 
El x”y1 + * f * + &,X’ys E wm, = %? = XPA. 
Dividing by x1’, we have E, y, + ~,x’~-‘~y~ + . . . + .s,x4--11ys E xp-‘12 n wA. 
Thus, e1 y1 + E~x’~-“~~ + . . . + .s,~‘-‘~y~ E xA n wA c moA. Nakayama’s 
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Lemma now implies mA = Ay, + . . . + Ay, which is impossible. This proves 
the claim. Theorem 3 then implies (A, m, k) has maximal length. 
Now suppose (A, m, k) has maximal length. Since k is infinite , there 
exists a transversal x of m, i.e. an element x~rn such that mr+’ =xm’ for 
some r > 1. If A” denotes the blowup of A in 2, then mA” = xA” and, in 
particular, rn2 = x?i. These results can all be found in [8, p. 6551. It now 
follows that m%? s Ax. For if yam, then y= ax for some a~ A, and 
yW=xaVzxA. 
Set B= A/xA, mB = m/xA, and Z= VB = (%‘+gxA)/xA. Since x is a 
regular element of A, B is an Artinian local ring. Since m%? c xA, 
ZC Socle(B). B has a canonical module os which is given by 
o, = oA/xwA. This follows from [6, Satz 5.121. 
Claim 2. o,/Zo, is a free (B/Z)-module of rank t = t(A). 
Since (A, m, k) has maximal length, Theorem 3 implies o,/@u, is a 
free A/%-module of rank t. If X denotes the image of x in A/%?, then 
BfZ g (A/%‘)/%(A/%), and (o~/%‘w~)Q~,* B/Z g o,/Zu,. This proves 
Claim 2. 
Claim 3. B is Gorenstein or rni = (0), and Z= mB. 
Suppose B is not Gorenstein. Then B 2 og. If Z= (0), then Claim 2 
implies os is a free B-module of rank t. Let 8(k) denote the injective 
envelope of the B-module k. Then Z,(w,) = /,(8(k)) = 1,(B) by [6, 6.4 and 
1.373. Thus, if os is a free B-module, it must have rank one. Then, B tz cos 
which is impossible. We conclude I# (0). Since I# (0), lo, = Socle(w,). 
To see this, first observe that Is Socle(B) implies Im, = (0). Therefore, 
Zo,c Socle(o,). Since ws z b(k), wg is a faithful B-module by [9, 
Ex. 18.51. If lo,= (0), then Claim 2 implies os is a free B/Z-module. 
But then ws is not a faithful B-module. Therefore, lo, # (0). Finally, og 
is a Cohen-Macaulay B-module of type 1 by [6,6.1(c)]. Therefore, 
1 = t(we) = Z,(Socle(w,)). In particular, lo, = Socle(w,). 
We now have Z,(w,/Zw,) = Z,(w,) - Z,(Zo,) = f,(b(k)) - Z,(Socle(o,)) 
= ZB( B) - 1. By claim 2, o,/Zo, g (B/Z)‘. Therefore, I,(B) - 1 = tl,(B/Z) = 
t(Z,(B) -s) where s = dim,(Z). A simple arithmetic computation now shows 
s = t = Zs( B) - 1. In particular, Z = socle( B). Also Z,(Z) = s = t = Z,(B) - 1 
implies Z= m,. Since Zz Socle(B), rni = (0). This completes the proof of 
Claim 3. 
Now suppose A is not Gorenstein. Since x is regular, B is not 
Gorenstein. Claim 3 then implies Z= (%? + Ax)/Ax = m, = m/xA. Thus, 
m = (x, V). 
For the rest of this proof, we assume A (and hence B also) is not 
Gorenstein. The proof of Theorem 4 will be complete when we prove the 
following claim: 
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Claim 4. V = xp6 where p = l,(A/V). 
We are assuming A is not Gorenstein. From the proof of Claim 3, we 
have the multiplicity e of A is given by e = e(A/xA) = e(B) = l,(B) = t + 1. 
Thus, t = e - 1, i.e., A has minimal multiplicity. Now it is well known that 
t =e- 1 is equivalent to emdim A = e. In particular, xm = m*. (See [12] 
and [ 131). Thus, m is a stable ideal in A. It follows from [8, p. 6571 that 
lA(A/xdA) = de for any d 2 0. 
Since (A, m, k) has maximal length, /,(A/‘&) t(A) = /,(A/A) =, 
/,(A/%?) - Z,(A/%). Thus, /,(A/%) = l,(A/V)e. Set p = l,(A/W). Let A 
denote the_comBletion of A. Suppose we can show %j= xp,% Then 
(55’ + xPA) A = %:A, and faithful flatness implies V + xPA = V. In particular, 
xPA~ %. But then IA(A/xPA) = pe = IA(J/V). Thus, %? = xPA. Since A is 
excellent, A = 2, and, thus, we can assume A is complete with no lost of 
generality in Claim 4. 
Now let { pl, . . . . pI} denote the minimal primes of A. Since A is excellent, 
2 has precisely r maximal ideals M,, . . . . M,, and we can assume Mi 2 pi 
for i= 1, . . . . r. Since d is complete, A = A,, x ... x A,,,, where A,, is A 
localized at Mi. Each A,, is the integral closure of A/p, in its quotient field 
Q(A/pi). Thus, each A,, is a discrete rank one valuation ring. Since d is 
a principal ideal ring, the ideals %? and XA can be factored as follows: 
x&M;’ . . . M:; and %‘=MM”,1... M:. Since x2= mAz%T, sia ei for all 
i=l 7 ..-, 1. It follows from [14, Cor. 1, p.2991 that e=f,e,+ ... +f,e, 
where fi is the vector space dimension of J/M, over k. Note that 
C:=, pejfi=pe=I,(A?~)=Cj=, Sifi. 
We claim that si < pe, for all i = 1, . . . . r. To see this, fix i and set Vi = AMi, 
Ai = A/p, and Q$= %Vi. If Ai = Vi, then ei =fi= 1. Since A/W maps onto 
V&, we have si= ZAi( Vi/Vi) < [,(A/%) = p = pei. Hence, we may assume 
Ai # Vi. Since %?AE A, Vi is contained in the conductor fi of Ai in Vi. 
ZA,( Vi/%$) =fisi. Since Ai is a homomorphic image of A, the maximal ideal 
in Ai is stable. In particular, t(Ai) = e(Ai) - 1. Using Theorem 1, we 
have the following inequalities: fisi = ZA,( Vi/%?;) = IA,( V,/A,) + I,,,, (Ai/Wi) < 
l,,(Ailfi) t(Ai) + lA,(AiPi) G 1,(AI~Me(Ai) - 1) + 1,(Alg) = MAi)= peifi. 
Thus, si < pei as claimed. 
Now we have already noted that C;=, peifi= xi=, sifi. Therefore, 
si= pei for all i= 1, . . . . r. Thus, for each i, we have (xPA+w) A,+,,= 
xPA,, + @?A,, = MTA,, + MTA,,,, = MTA, = %A,,. Hence, xPA + % = %. 
In particular, xPA E %?. But then /,(A/%) = pe = I,(A/xPA) implies 
xPA = V. This completes the proof of Claim 4 and Theorem 4. 1 
We can use Theorem 4 to give a simple proof of the first main result in 
Cll- 
COROLLARY. Let S be a numerical semigroup with corresponding 
481/151/Z-6 
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semigroup ring A = k[ [t*; c( E S] J. (A, m, k) has maximgl length if and only 
if S is symmetric or S = (e, pe + 1, pe + 2, . . . . pe + (e - 1)) with e B 3, and 
pB 1. 
ProoJ: It is well known that A is Gorenstein if and only if S is sym- 
metric. Hence, we can assume A is not Gorenstein. The reader can easily 
check (using Theorem 2) that any ring of the form A = k[ [f, tpe+‘, .. . . 
tPe+ (+ ‘))]I with e > 3 and p > 1 has maximal length. Hence, we assume 
(A, m, k) has maximal length and is not Gorenstein. It follows from the 
proof of Theorem 4, that m has a transversal x for which xm = m’, 
m = (x, %?), and V=xPA. Here 6=k[[t]], and p= 1,(A/%‘)> 1. Let v(f) 
denote the order of any power series f(t) EA. Then v(x) = e, the multi- 
plicity of A. If e = 1 or 2, then S is symmetric, and A is Gorenstein. Thus 
e> 3. 
Since V = xPA= tpek[ [t]], Theorem 2(d) implies g(S) = pe - 1. Thus, 
S2 (0, e, 2e, . . . . pe, + }. The arrow -+ indicates all integers greater than 
pe. By Theorem 2(d), p = /,(A/%?) = ISn [0, pe- 111. Therefore, 
S= (0, e, 2e, . . . . pe, +)=(e,pe+l,pe+2 ,..., pe+(e-1)). 1 
We finish this section with a couple of examples which indicate that 
neither hypothesis m = (x, 5~8) nor g= xPA (for some XEM and p > 1) is 
sufficient o guarantee (A, m, k) has maximal length. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = k[[t3, t’, t’]]. Using Theorem 2, we have 
r(A)= 2, Z,(J/A)= 3, and I,(A/%‘) =2. Thus, (A, m, k) does not have 
maximal length. g( (3, 5, 7)) = 4, and, consequently, %? = t5k[ [I]]. In 
particular, m = (t3, 59). But, %? # xpk[ [t]] for any x for which (x, Q?) = m. 
Thus, if m = (x, %) for some transversal x of m, we cannot conclude 
(A, m, k) has maximal length. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = k[ [t4, t’, t”]]. Again from Theorem 2, we have 
t(A) = 2, lA(A/A) = 5, and /,(A/‘+?) = 3. Thus, (A, m, k) does not have max- 
imal length. g( (4, 5, 11)) = 7. Therefore, % = t’k[ [t]] = x*A with x = t4. 
But, m#(y,%?) for any yEA. 
Thus, if ‘% = xpJ for some transversal x of m and some positive integer 
p, we cannot conclude (A, m, k) has maximal length. 
3. LOCAL RINGS WITH SMALL MULTIPLICITY 
Recall that a local ring (A, m, k) has almost maximal length if 
IA(J/A)= I,(A/W) t(A)- 1. The rings in Examples 1 and 2, above both 
have almost maximal length. It is easy to see that any semigroup ring of 
the form A =k[[t’, t”e+(e-I), fne+(e+l), fnef(e+z), . .. . t”e+(2ep2)]] with 
e 2 3 and n > 1 has almost maximal length. 
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Any semigroup ring kl lt*; a E S] ] of multiplicity e 6 3 and having the 
property that m = (x, %) for some x E m has either maximal or almost 
maximal length. In fact, we have the following general result. 
THEOREM 5. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H). Suppose m = (x, %) for some 
x E m and 2 is a local ring. Zf e(A) < 3, then (A, m, k) has maximal or almost 
maximal length. 
Proof: Let e = e(A). It e = 1, then A is a regular local ring [S, 6.81. In 
particular, A has maximal length. Let us assume A is not regular. If e = 2, 
then emdim = 2, and t(A) = 1 by [ 13, Prop. 3.11. Thus, A is Gorenstein 
and has maximal length. Let us assume A is not Gorenstein. Then e = 3. If 
emdim( 1 or 2, then A is Gorenstein (see [9, Ex. 21.21). Hence, 
emdim = e = 3, and t(A) = 2. 
Since A is a reduced, excellent local ring, A is reduced, and the minimal 
primes of A^ are in a one-to-one correspondence with the maximal ideals of 
A. Hence, our hypotheses imply a and, in particular, A are integral 
domains. It follows that A is a discrete, rank one, valuation ring. Let t be 
a uniformizing parameter for A, i.e., tA is the maximal ideal of A. Let 
v:Q-du{co} be th e valuation on Q having valuation ring 2. Thus, 
v(t) = 1. 
We can assume % # m by Theorem 4. Since m = (x, %T) for some x E m, 
m = (a, U) for any transversal a of m. Hence, we can assume m = (x, %) 
with x a transversal of m. A simple computation shows m = (x, y, z) with 
xatransversalofm,andy,zE~.Letp=min{i)x’E~}.Sincem#~,p~2. 
Then %? = (xp, y, z), and l,(A/W) = Cf’= 1 l,((Ax’-’ + U)/(Ax’+ W)) = p. 
Thus, l,(A/%) t(A) = 2p. 
Since x is a transversal of m, ml = xA = t”A where s = v(x). The usual 
multiplicity formula then implies 3 = e = s dim,(A/tA). If s = 1, then 
v(x) = 1, and %A = x’A for some 12 1. Hence, (A, m, k) has maximal length 
by Theorem 4. Therefore, we may assume s = 3 = v(x), and A has residue 
class field k. 
We can now argue that v(w) + min{v(y)l y E%?} > 3p- 2. To see this, 
first suppose v(o) < 3p - 3, for some w E %. In A, we can write o = W with 
q=v(o)~3p-3,and6someunitinA.Also,x=6,t3forsomeunit6,EA. 
Then XP-‘,6f-‘t3P-3=8f-’ 6-1 3P--3)-q 
( t w) E %7. This is impossible. 
Hence, v(g) > 3p - 3. Now suppose v(w) <3p - 2. Then t3p-2 E $7. Again 
write x=Blt3 for some unit ~,EA. Then xP-1(t~)=6f-1t3P-2~~%?~A. 
On the other hand, d and A have the same residue class field k. Hence, any 
unit y E A can be written in the form y = c + y’t’ with c a unit in A, y’ a unit 
in 2 or zero, and 121. Thus, xP-ly=xP-lc+xP-l(y’t’)EA. We have 
now shown xp- ‘AC A i e - 7 *., xp-’ E V. This is contrary to the definition 
of p. Thus, v(g) > 3p - 2 as claimed. 
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Now v(g)> 3p- 1, and xpe%? implies v(q)< 3p. If v(w)= 3p, then 
% = xPA, and Theorem 4 implies (A, m, k) has maximal length. Hence, we 
may assume v(w)= 3p- 1. Thus, %?= t3P-‘A, and IA(V/xPA)= 1. Then 
l,(@?)=l,(~/xP~)-fA(%?~xP~)=3p-1, and l,(~/A)=l,(~/~)-l,(A/~) 
=(3p-l)-p=2p-l=l,(A/V)t(A)-1. Thus, (A,m,k) has almost 
maximal length. l 
If (A, m, k) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5, then (A, m, k) can 
have either maximal or almost maximal length. A =k[ [t3, t*, t’]] in 
Example 1 satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 5 and has almost maximal 
length. A = k[ [t3, t4, t’]] satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 5 and has 
maximal length. We give a few more examples which clarify the importance 
of the hypotheses in Theorem 5. If e(A) B 4, then Theorem 5 is false. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A = k[ [t4, t14, t”, t”]]. 
Then e(A) =4, t(A)= 3, l,(A/V)=4 and 1,(2/A)= 10. In par- 
ticular, (A, m, k) has neither maximal nor almost maximal length. 
g( (4, 14, 15, 17)) = 13, and, consequently, m = (t4, 9). Thus, all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 5 are valid except e < 3. 
If e = 3, but m # (x, U) in Theorem 5, then again the result is not true. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A =k[[t’, t16, t2’]]. 
Then e(A)= 3, t(A) = 2, [,(A/%‘)= 13 and l,(A/A)= 14. In particular, 
(A, m, k) has neither maximal nor almost maximal length g( (3, 16,29)) 
=26, and, thus, %? = t”k[[t]]. Clearly, m # (x, %?) for any x~m. 
If e = 3, and m = (x, %), but A is not local, then Theorem 4 is again false. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let T= @[X, Y, Z]. Here X, Y, Z are indeterminates over 
the complex numbers C. Set Pi = (Y - XP, Z), 8$ = (Z-X’, Y), and 
4 = ( Y, Z). Let U = Pi n Pz n 4, and A = (T/a), . Here &? is the image 
of (X, Y, 2) in T/U. It is easy to see (A, m, C) is a reduced, one dimen- 
sional, Cohen-Macaulay ring satisfying (H). A is the local ring of three 
smooth curves touching at the origin in C3. 
Let x, y, z denote the images of X, Y, and Z in A. Then m = (x, y, z). 
A simple computation shows xm = m2. Since emdim = 3, we conclude 
e(A)=3, and t(A)=2. Let us assume p>q. 
Let pi denote the minimal prime of A corresponding to e. 
Then d = A/p, x Alp2 x A/p,, and A sits in 1 as the diagonal: A = 
{(a+p,,a+p,,a+p,)[a~A}. It is easy to see that x~,~,zE%?, and 
x’# % for i < p. In particular, m = (x, U). The same argument as in the 
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proof of Theorem 5 then shows %‘= (xp, y, z), and l,(A/V)=p. Thus, 
/,(A/%) t(A) = 2p. 
Let Ni = A ( y/x’) + A (z/xi) + A for i = 1, . ..) q - 1, and Ni= 
A( y/x’) + A(0, 1,0) + A for i= q, . . . . p. Each N, is an A-submodule of A, 
and A=N,sN,c ... E N, = A. m(Ni/Nip ,) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . . p. Also, 
1,(N,/N,_,)<2 if i= 1, . . . . q, and lA(Ni/Ni- 1) < 1 for i= q + 1, . . . . p. It 
follows that lA(A/A)<2q+(p-q)=p+q. In particular, if 1 <q<p- 1, 
then I,(A/A) < I,(A/%) r(A) - 1. Thus, (A, m, k) has neither maximal nor 
almost maximal length. 
The reader might notice that the local ring (A, m, k) constructed in 
Example 5 is not the local ring of an ordinary singularity since the 
branches at (0, 0,O) all have the same tangent. For ordinary singularities, 
(See [ 10, 3.43 for definitions), of multiplicity e < 3, we have the following 
result: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose (A, m, k) is the local ring of an ordinary singularity 
with e(A) < 3. Then (A, m, k) has maximal length. 
Proof If emdim(A)=2, we had noted in Theorem 5 that A is 
Gorenstein and, hence, (A, m, k) has maximal length. Therefore. we can 
assume emdim = e(A) = 3. Then m* = xm, and t(A) = 2 by [ 12, Thm. l] 
and [13, Prop. 3.11. Since (A, m, k) is an ordinary singularity, Proj(G(A)) 
is reduced. It follows from [ 10, Lemma 2.121 that A” = 2. Since m2 = xm, 
Z,(A/A)= 2. This follows easily from [8, Thm. 1.51. Since m* =xm, and 
A = A”, we have %’ = m. Thus Z,(J/A) = f,(A/%) t(A), and (A, m, k) has 
maximal length. 1 
Finally, we note that ordinary singularities in general need not be of 
maximal or almost maximal length. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let P,, . . . . P, E P; be s distinct points in uniform position. 
(See [ 3, p. 1191 for definitions). Let R denote the coordinate ring of these 
points and set A = R, where M is the irrelevant maximal ideal of R. We 
assume k is algebraically closed. A is the local ring at the origin of the 
ordinary singularity consisting of s distinct lines through the origin in 
A i+ ‘. In particular, (A, m, k) satisfies (H). 
Suppose (n:d)<~<(n+t+l ) where ($) denotes the usual binomial 
coefficient, and d > 1. Since the points PI, . . . . P, are in generic s-position in 
P’[I, the Hilbert function of A is given by HA(i) =min{(“:‘), s} for all 
ia0. Since A is ordinary, A” =6. Using [8, Thm. 1.53, we have 
I,(A/A)=s(d+ 1)-(“-t;:;l). 
Since PI, . . . . P, are in uniform position, % = md + ’ by [ 11, Thm. 4.41. 
Thus, /,(A/%) = (‘it:’ ). There are various well known bounds for t(A), 
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but let us take a specific example. Suppose s = (’ + i + ‘) - 1. Then 
t(A) = (“,?;‘) - 1 by 13, Prop. 131. The relation I,(J/A) < /,(A/‘+?) t(A) 
becomes s(d+l)-(“:~:‘)~(“~~:’ )[(E+i)- 11. For example, if n=2 
and d = 1, then five points in uniform position in Pi do not have maximal 
or almost maximal length. 
4. LOCAL RINGS OF ALMOST MAXIMAL LENGTH 
Now suppose (A, m, k) has almost maximal length. We have noted in 
previous proofs that e(A) < 2 implies emdim < 2. This in turn implies A 
is Gorenstein, and (A, m, k) has maximal length. Hence, if (A, m, k) has 
almost maximal length, e(A)> 3. Since (A, m, k) is not regular, 
t(A) + 1 <e(A) by [6, 1.211. If r(A) + 1 = e(A) , i.e., A has minimal multi- 
plicity, then we have a nice analogue of Theorem 4. Before stating our 
result, we need one definition. For any x E m, let p(x) = min{ i 1 xi E %‘}. 
THEOREM 6. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H). Then the following conditions ure 
equivalent : 
(a) (A, m, k) has almost maximal length, and t(A) + 1 = e(A). 
(b) m = (x, %?), and IA(V/x *@)A) = 1 for some transversal x of m. 
Proof: Suppose (A, m, k) has almost maximal length and t(A) + 1 = 
e(A). Let x be any transversal of m. Set p = p(x). If p = 1, then x E %?, and 
m = md n A = xA n A c %. Thus, m = %?. But then Theorem 4 implies 
(A, m, k) has maximal length not almost maximal length. Thus, p > 2. 
Since xJ’E%, we have xp,7 E %’ E A s A. Let e = e(A). Then 
I,(J/xPA) = pe. Thus, /,(A/%)(e - 1) - 1 = 1,(A/%‘) t(A) - 1 = f,(A/A) = 
/,(A/xPA) - /,(A/%‘) - I,(9?/xpA) = pe - /,(A/%?) - I,(%?/xpJ). Therefore, 
IA(A/+?)e - 1 = pe - I,(%?/xPA). In particular, e > 3 implies I,(V/xPA) > 1. 
The definition of p implies %Z < % + xp- ‘A < %? + xp-*A < .. . < 
%? + xA < A. Thus, /,(A/%) 2 p. In particular, pe - 16 I,(A/V)e - I= 
pe - r,(%‘/xPR) < pe - 1. Therefore, r,(%/xPA) = 1, and p = l,(A/‘ig). Since, 
Q? + xA E m z A, and p = I,(A/C), m = (x, %?). 
Now suppose m = (x, %?) with IA(g/x p(x)A) = 1 for some transversal x of 
m. Then xm=x(V+xA)=Ax*+x%?, and m*=(U+xA)(V+xA)= 
AX* + x55’+ %‘*. Since x is a transversal of m, mA= x2. Therefore, 
9?* E %?rn E WrnA = x%A = fl. Hence, m* = xm. It now follows from [ 12, 
Thm. l] and [13; Prop. 3.11 that t(A)+ 1 =e(A). 
Again let p = p(x). If p = 1, then % = ~2, and 0 = IA(%/xPA) # 1. Thus, 
xPAc V c A s A, and p 2 2. Since m = (x, %), the same argument as 
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in the first part of this proof shows I,(A/V) = p. Therefore, 
Z,(A/A) = ZA(A/xPA) - Z,(A/W) - Z,(GT?/xpd) =pe - p - 1 = pt(A) - 1 = 
1,(.4/w) t(A) - 1. Hence, (A, m, k) has almost maximal length. 
The conditions given in Theorem 6(a) are independent of each other. 
A = k[ [t3, t4, t’]] has maximal length with t(A) = 2, and e(A) = 3. Thus, 
t(A) + 1 = e(A) need not imply (A, m, k) has almost maximal length. On 
the other hand, A = k[ [ t4, t5, t ” ] ] has almost maximal length with 
t(A)=2. and e(A) =4. Thus, if (A, m, k) has almost maximal length, we 
cannot conclude t(A) + 1 = e(A). 
The hypothesis t(A) + 1 = e(A) appearing in Theorem 6(a) is satisfied for 
(A, m, k) having almost maximal length as soon as t(A) 9 3. In fact, we 
have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H), and suppose (A, m, k) has 
almost maximal length. Then either 
(a) t(A)=2, and e(A)=3 or 4 
or 
(b) t(A)>3, and r(A)+ 1 =e(A). 
Proof. Since (A, m, k) has almost maximal length, I,(o,/Cw,) = 
/,(.4/C) r(A)- 1. Hence, we have an exact sequence 0 + k + (A/C)’ 
+oA/Co, + 0. Let x denote a transversal of m and set B = A/xA. Using 
the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 4, we have 
~BIZ~B = 
(B/V/k if k g x(A/C)’ 
(B,I), otherwise. 
If Z = (0), then tlB( B) - 1 < I,(o,) = I,(B) < fZB( B). This implies Zs( B) = 1 
and t = 2, or t = 1. Since is(B) = e > t > 2, neither of these conclusions is 
possible. We conclude that I# (0). 
Since wg is a faithful B-module, Zw, # (0). The same reasoning as in the 
proof of Theorem 4 then implies l,(o,/lwB) = IB(ws) - 1 = I,(B) - 1. 
Hence, we have two cases to consider. 
(0 MB) = G(B) - 4 
or 
(ii) I,(B) = t(l,(B) -s) + 1. 
Here s = dim, I. Case (ii) implies t(A) + 1 = e(A) as in the proof of 
Theorem 4. In particular if t(A) = 2, then e(A) = 3. 
In case (i), suppose s < t. Then I,(B) > t(ls(B) - t). This inequality is 
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only possible if 1,(B) = 3, and t= 2. But then (i) is not satisfied. We 
conclude that s = t. Equation (i) then implies t = 2, and e(A) = is(B) = 4. m 
Combining the results from the Proposition and Theorem 6, we have a 
nice analog of Theorem 4 when t(A) > 3. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (A, m, k) satisfy (H) and suppose t(A) 2 3. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (A, m, k) has almost maximal length 
(b) m = (x, C), and Z,(C/x p(x’A) = 1 for some transversal x of m. 
We can also recover Theorem 6 in [l] as a simple corollary of the 
results in this section. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A = k[ [t*; tl E S]] be a semigroup ring with Cohen- 
Macaulay type t(A) > 3. Then (A, m, k) has almost maximal length if and 
only ifS=(e,ne+(e-l), ne+(e+l), ne-t(e+2),...,ne+(2e-2)) with 
ea4 and n> 1. 
Proof: The reader can easily check using Theorem 2 that if 
S=(e,ne+(e-l), ne+(e+l) ,..., ne+(2e-2)) with e>4, and n>l, 
then (A, m, k) has almost maximal length, and t(A) = e - 12 3. 
Suppose (A, m, k) has almost maximal length, and t(A) > 3. The 
proposition implies e(A) = t(A) + 1 > 4. Theorem 6 implies m = (x, U) with 
I,(G?/xPA) = 1 for some transversal x of m. Here p = min{ iI xi E %‘} > 2. 
We use the same notation as in the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 4. 
Let e=e(A), and g=g(S). Then v(x)=e, %?=tg+‘k[[t]], xppl$%, and 
xp E %?. We first observe that 
S= (0, e, 2e, . . . (p- l)e, g+ 1, -+}. 
Clearly, So = (0, e, . . . . (p - l)e, g + 1, + } is contained in S. Let s E S. If 
s>g,thensESg.Supposes<g.LetyEmwithv(y)=s.Sincem=Ax+~, 
y=ax+6witha~Aand6~%?.IfaisaunitinA, thens=v(y)=v(x)=e. 
If aom, then y can be rewritten as y=bx2+d1 with bgA and B,E%?. If b 
is a unit in A, then s= v( y) = 2e. Continuing in this fashion, we see 
s = v(y) = le for some 1 for which le < g. Thus, s E So and S = So. 
We next note that g + 2 = pe. Thus follows easily from the equation 
1 = IA((iBIxPA) = la(tg+ ‘k [[t]]/tP’k[[t]]).Nowg+l=ne+(e-l)where 
n=p-121. Thus, S={O,e ,..., (p-l)e,g+l, +}={O,e ,.,,, (p-l)e, 
ne+(e-1), +}=(e,ne+(e-l), ne+(e+l),...,ne+(2e-2)). 
We note in closing that semigroup rings of almost maximal length and 
type two were completely classified in Theorem 4 of [ 11. 
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